WHY THE THIRD RUNWAY PLAN CAN’T FLY:
BRIEFING 3

AIR QUALITY
London’s air pollution is a public health crisis, say political leaders and health experts, with measurements
found to exceed levels in Beijing in 2017. Poor air quality in the capital is estimated to be responsible for
nearly 10,000 premature deaths a year, and has been linked to a range of diseases including cancer,
stroke, and diabetes. Heathrow has long represented an air pollution challenge, with aircraft, passenger
and freight traffic all adding to background pollution from traffic on local roads, some of which regularly
breach air pollution limits.

“Poor air quality has
been linked to a
range of diseases,
including cancer,
stroke, and
diabetes”

Legal action on air quality
Legislation known as the Ambient Air Quality
Directive was passed in 2008 to limit the
concentration of key pollutants in the air. The UK
has, however, been consistently in breach of the
annual mean limit for Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) since
it became legally binding in 2010.
In 2015, campaign group ClientEarth won a fiveyear legal battle arguing that national plans on air
pollution were inadequate, resulting in a court order
for the Government to set out more effective
measures. The revised plan was taken back to
court, however, and again judged insufficient. The
latest iteration of the plan has been described by
ClientEarth as “weak and incoherent” and further
legal action is expected.
Given the likely impact of Heathrow expansion
on air pollution meanwhile, local authorities near
the airport, together with Greenpeace, have
made clear their intention to judicially review the
Airports NPS if approved without an effective air
quality mitigation plan.

What impact will Heathrow
expansion have?
It’s beyond doubt that expansion would worsen
pollution compared with a no-expansion future.
Analysis by the Airports Commission found that by
2030:
• the scheme would increase emissions of nitrogen
oxides by 26% above the ‘do minimum’ tworunway scenario predominantly as a result of
increased aircraft emissions;
• expected exceedances of the National
Emissions Ceiling Directive (NECD) limits for
both NOx and particulate matter would be
exacerbated by expansion. The UK has so far
been compliant with the NECD but current
projections suggest future breaches are likely.
The policy response so far to the air pollution
challenge has had a limited remit, targeting
emissions from road traffic rather than from aircraft.
The legislative focus has been on current and
future breaches of the Air Quality Directive rather
than projected breaches of the NECD, which seeks
to limit the quantity of emissions.
The Government hopes significant reductions in
road traffic emissions will allow for an expanded
Heathrow, while still bringing NO2 to within legal
limits. A similar argument was made 10 years ago,
when the then government claimed a third runway
could be operational by 2020. However,
anticipated improvements – particularly in the
performance of diesel vans – have failed to
materialise so London is set to remain noncompliant for years to come even without a third
runway.

The Heathrow NPS vs the air
quality reality
The latest official projections, published as part of the most
recent national air quality plan, indicate that even if the hopedfor mitigation is effective, London will not be compliant with
the NO2 limit until 2028 – several years later than the planned
opening date for a new runway. When asked by the
Environmental Audit Committee, the Department for Transport
was unable to confirm whether or not this inconsistency would
be addressed in the air quality plan. The latest plan makes no
mention of Heathrow expansion.
Large uncertainties remain therefore about how to achieve the
goal of bringing and keeping pollution to within legal limits
while expanding Heathrow. The airport’s proposals to double
its freight capacity for example, which have become an
important part of its economic case, are likely to present a
particular challenge, since they imply an increase in the
number of goods vehicles on the roads, which are difficult to
electrify.

Inadequate
conditions in the
NPS
The wording of the NPS is hazy
on the precise air quality
condition for Heathrow expansion.
It is unclear, for example, whether
the Government plans to rely on
the Airports Commission’s
argument that while other noncompliant sites remain in the UK,
a worsening of air quality
breaches at Heathrow would not
delay compliance.
In terms of measures to tackle the
issue, the NPS places the primary
responsibility on Heathrow itself,
for example to set out a strategy
for increasing the proportion of
passenger and staff journeys
made to the airport by public
transport, cycling and walking.
While welcome, there is no
evidence that such measures will
be sufficient to tackle a problem
which has impacts far beyond the
local roads.
The latest analysis on air quality
accompanying the NPS
concludes, in fact, that the area
most at risk of breaching the NO2
limit value as a result of Heathrow
expansion is central London, as a
result of the additional vehicular
traffic generated by passengers
and freight. Clearly, however the
airport has limited influence over
this problem.
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The NPS should not be approved without answers on air quality
The draft Airports NPS should be reconsulted on once the Government’s national air quality plan is no longer
subject to court action. This would allow both members of the public and professionals a chance to consider the
robustness of the Government’s argument that Heathrow expansion does not pose an unacceptable risk to the
achievement of the plan.
We urge MPs not to support the NPS until (i) this consultation has taken place; (ii) the Government has shown
convincingly that the construction and use of a third runway will neither cause non-compliance nor worsen
existing non-compliance with respect to the requirements of both the Ambient Air Quality Directive and the
NECD; and (iii) enforcement measures are in place to ensure these conditions continue to hold in future.
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